Lighter to My Cigarette

Lighter to My Cigarette is the urban tale of
a jaded lover, (illegal) international sales,
and how everything comes back full
circle.Beyond the pages of Lighter to my
Cigarette lies the story of twenty-one year
old Kai Ellis, a young woman with beauty,
brains and big dreams to boot. Engaged to
once big time turned small fry hustler
Justice Jay Smith and although Justice
claims he loves her, she also knows that he
doesnt support her decisions. Their love
gets tested and pushed to the limit after an
argument erupts and a little violence
ensues. Kai moves out and into the arms of
up and coming kingpin Quentin Q Roberts.
Quentin, an heir to one of Newarks biggest
drug empires is struggling with so many
different things that at times, he doesnt
know which way is up. Dealing with his
hustler ambitions, a baby mama who cares
more about her next hit than the kid they
share and trying to pursue a more
legitimate lifestyle, Quentin tries to
maintain and Kai is the one to help him
through it. Once Justice finds out that Kai
is in love with another man, he uses
ruthless tactics to try and get her back at
any cost. It seems that Kai and Quentins
love gets tested a little more everyday and
somehow, they make it through but will it
be able to withstand the numerous
obstacles they must face? Who will end up
behind bars, who will end up in a pool of
their own blood and will anyone be able to
live happily ever after? Or is that only in
the movies?
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